Day 2, June 9th:
Table Facilitator Instructions
Tasks:
~Explain to your table that your tasks are to discuss and provide feedback for the questions that you have
been provided, and that your table will capture this feedback on your table’s flip board. Let them know
that there are also index cards provided so that your table members can provide information they would
like to share in case all of your table members feedback doesn’t get recorded on your table’s flip board.
~ Ask one of your table members to volunteer to be the Recorder for your
table: *Table Recorder’s Name:__________________________________,
~ Please write your table number on your flip board sheets as you use them,
The Table Facilitator’s main role:
~ Guide your table’s group discussion(s),
~ Ensure that discussions stay on point (relative to the questions you provide them),
~ Remind your table to use the provided index cards to add additional
information/feedback that may not get captured on your table’s flip chart/board.
NOTE: We want to promote people to talk freely but we are also hoping to get tangible
information that can be the basis for moving forward and converting this information into action.
Each Table Facilitator will be rotating to assigned tables and you will also receive an instruction card that
you can reference that will include the table number(s) you are assigned to rotate to.
*(NOTE: Ask your Recorder to also rotate with you).
___________________________________________________________________________________
GROUP/TABLE DISCUSSION #3: Forensic Issues & Services and Supports
1st Part of Group Table Discussion (11:00 am to 11:30 am)
Based on the preceding speaker panel “Services & Supports” & your experience, please provide your
feedback on the following questions:
Current Issues:
What is working?
What is not working?
What are the obstacles/barriers to success?
Best Practices Relative to the discussion your table has just had:
What are successes that you have had in the field?
Do you have any materials that you can share?

Table Rotation at 11:30 am: Rotate to Table ___________.
GROUP/TABLE DISCUSSION #3: Forensic Issues & Services and Supports
2nd Part of Group Table Discussion (11:30 am to 12:00 pm)
Based on the preceding speaker panel “Services & Supports” & your experience, please provide your
feedback on the following questions:
Future Considerations:
What is necessary to address the obstacles?
Legislation?
Regulation?
Training/Education?
Other?
Best Practices Relative to the discussion your table has just had:
What are successes that you have had in the field?
Do you have any materials that you can share?

